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Abstract  
 

The U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) is field and laboratory testing the 
performance of several current meters used throughout the world for stream gaging. 
Meters tested include horizontal-axis current meters from Germany, the United Kingdom, 
and the People's Republic of China, and vertical-axis and electromagnetic current meters 
from the United States. Summarized are laboratory test results for meter repeatability, 
linearity, and response to oblique flow angles and preliminary field testing results. All 
current meters tested were found to under- and over-register velocities; errors usually 
increased as the velocity and angle of the flow increased. Repeatability and linearity of 
all meters tested were good. In the field tests, horizontal-axis meters, except for the two 
meters from the People's Republic of China, registered higher velocity than did the 
vertical-axis meters. 
 
Introduction 
 

An ideal current meter, whether mechanical or electromagnetic, should respond 
instantly and consistently to any changes in water velocity, and should accurately register 
the desired velocity component. Additionally, the meter should be durable, easily 
maintained, and simple to use under a variety of environmental conditions. Mechanical-
current meters measure velocity by translating linear motion into angular motion. The 
two types of mechanical current meters, vertical-axis and horizontal-axis, differ in their 
maintenance requirements and performance because of the difference in their axial 
alignment. Mechanical meter performance depends on the inertia of the rotor, friction in 
the bearings, and the ease with which water turns the rotor. Electromagnetic current 
meters measure velocity using Faraday's Law, which states that a conductor (water) 
moving in a magnetic field (generated by the probe) produces a voltage that varies 
linearly with the flow velocity. Electrodes in the probe detect the voltages generated by 
the flowing water. Performance for electromagnetic current meters depends on the probe 
shape, location of the electrodes on the probe, and the construction of the meter 
electronics. 
 

Many studies of current-meter performance have been conducted by researchers 
(Thibodeaux, 1992). Most of these studies were published before 1960, prior to the 
development of electromagnetic current meters for stream gaging. Yarnell and Nagler's 
(1931) study on mechanical current meters is one often referenced. The previous studies 
used mechanical meters that have since been modified and rarely investigated the 
performance of electromagnetic current meters.  Recent laboratory (Fulford and others, 
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The horizontal-axis meters tested all have screw type impellers that rotate about a 

horizontal axis. Unlike the vertical-axis meters, the horizontal-axis meters present a 
symmetrical profile to velocities in the measurement section. Maintenance 
requirements vary widely among the horizontal-axis meters. The Ott C-31 and the 
PRC meters require disassembly of numerous parts, cleaning, and oiling between 
discharge measurements. Both of these meters have a complex ball bearing assembly 
that is sealed in oil to provide lubrication and exclude sediment. The PRC meter is 
similar in construction to the Ott, but has three times the number of internal parts. In 
contrast to the Ott and PRC meters, the Valeport is simpler and has fewer parts. 
Cleaning is recommended with clean water between discharge measurements. The 
Valeport meters’ bearing surface is inside the impeller nose and uses water as the 
lubricant. 

2Use of brand names in this report is for identification purposes only and does not 
constitute endorsement by the U.S. Geological Survey. 
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1993) and field testing has been completed by the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) on 
several current meters. A comparison of the laboratory and field tests for fourteen of 
these meters is presented in this paper. 

Meters Tested 

All meters tested measure one component of flow velocity for a small volume of 
the total flow measuring section. Total flow or discharge is determined with these 
meters by making multiple velocity measurements in the section and multiplying each 
measured velocity by its contributing flow area. Comparisons are presented for five 
mechanical vertical-axis meters, Price type-AA, optic Price type-AA, Price pygmy, 
winter Price type-AA, and winter Price type-AA with polymer rotor; eight mechanical 
horizontal-axis meters, Ott C-312 with metal, plastic, A, and R impellers, Valeport 
BFM001 and BFM002, and People's Republic of China (PRC) LS25-3A with metal 
and plastic impellers; and one electromagnetic meter, the Marsh McBirney 2000. 
These meters are shown in figure 1. All meters tested use battery powered electronic 
devices to either count the meter revolutions or to measure the voltage. Maintenance 
of the electronic devices consists of checking batteries for proper voltages and 
replacing or recharging when needed. 

 
The vertical-axis meters tested have six conical cups fixed to a hub that rotates a 

vertical shaft. Vertical-axis meters do not present a symmetrical profile to flow 
velocities. Velocities angled in the vertical plane impinge on a meter profile that is 
very different from the meter’s horizontal profile. These meters have few parts and 
are relatively easy to maintain and clean. The bearings are located in an air pocket to 
prevent contamination from silt and sediment. Disassembly for cleaning requires the 
removal of the shaft and rotor assembly from the yoke. Daily cleaning and oiling is 
recommended for vertical-axis meters. 

Fulford 

The electromagnetic meter tested has no moving parts and presents a symmetrical 
tear drop shape to the velocities in the measurement section. Cleaning is 
recommended with clean water and mild soap to remove dirt and nonconductive 
grease and oil from the probe's electrodes and surface. The zero reading should be 
checked periodically in still water. In contrast to the mechanical meters, rinsing the 
probe with clean water after a measurement is usually the only maintenance needed. 
















